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The reBults oj experiment& dealing with identification and rate oj cell flow, 
reBulting from the vaporization oj BUrjace active componentB from some qlass 
melta, allow a corresponding model oj vaporization to be suggested. In the 
given instance, the model derived from fluoride glass melt corresponded to the 
process oj maBs transfer in which reBistance oj the liquid phaae and that oj 
the phaBe boundary are involved. In the later Btages oj vaporization the two 
resiatanceB show roughly identical effectB. According to the experimental 
conditionB, the fluorides being vaporized were hydrolyzed to an extent from 
10 to 75 %-

INTRODUCTION 

The first part of the present study [I] was concerned with the question whether 
the vaporization of surface active components of the glass melt leads to the forma
tion of the so-called cell :flow, which had been earlier found and studied on other 
systems. High temperature behaviour of fluoride glasses (opal ), borosilicate glasses 
(Neutra!) and lead glasses (crystal with 24 wt. % PbO) were studied at melting 
temperatures; vaporization of components from these glasses has always significant 
technological consequences. The high-temperature motion-picture technique 
was used to provide the e:x:perimental evidence; using fine bubbles as indicators of 
the direction of flow, the method proved e:x:plicitly the e:x:istence of cell flow in 
:fluoride and borosilicate glass melts, whereas no firm evidence was found with 
the lead glass melt. The motion-picture experiments and density measurements 
showed that neither thermic nor density convection take part in the formation of 
the flow, so that this has to be attributed to surface forces. Evaluation of films 
and specimens of coloured glasses showed the most frequent shapes of the flow 
cells in the measuring cell, and provided the mean as well as the surface rates 
of flow. The time dependence of these rates of :flow on temperature was established, 
as well as that on the rate of flow of moist and dry nitrogen above the glass melt 
surface. The loss of :fluorides and N a20 from the opal glass in the course of measurem-

. ent was determined analytically. The experimental conditions were chosen so as 
to correspond roughly to tp.ose of free-surface melting furnaces. The data obtained 
for :fluoride glass melts were satisfactory for suggesting a qualitative mechanism 
of the vaporization of & surface-active substance, for proposing a mathematical 
model of vaporization and for determining the controlling process of vaporization. 
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